
Message of the Christ of the End of the World.
The Key to Hades: Nobody believes they are immortal.

The Mystery of God: The one who wins the human struggle will
be God, and what will win is death.

The Truth:  There  is  no  reason for  Existence,  Infinity  does  not
exist, and Nothingness cannot be conceived. Existence will end in
Nothingness,  without a  final  result.  Yours  at your death and the
Total. The meaning of Existence is the increase of consciousness,
understanding.

The Pact with Death:  Refusing to  live to  accept  Authority.  It
supposedly makes you Almighty, but it is much more serious.

The Condemnation: Understanding brings you closer to knowing
your  condition.  This  is  what  makes  you  Almighty.  You  cannot
understand anything,  before you kill  and die.  Your condition is:
You are rejecting Existence for Cowardice, you are dead in life and
you need to suicide the Planet so as not to know it and so that no
one will ever know it. It is unassumable and you experience it as
Basic Terror, which you represent and reproduce in War and Fight.
But  you  already  know  it  and  we  know  it.

The Christs: They tried to rescue us from this Horror. They were
lynched  because  they  tried  to  live,  for  which  they  needed  to
Change the World. We Christs offer Freedom, not Immortality. And
Freedom is regarding to Authority.

Paradise: It will be on Earth as long as we live. Nothing will not
care  that  you  have  died.  Just  know  this  and  eliminate  Money.
Money pays Sacrifice and buys humiliating Authority.

The Gates of Heaven Demolished.
Here you are and here I am. Why would I endure your authority

over me, or why would I exercise authority over you? That makes
no sense. In early childhood you found that the Authority forced
you to renounce life. Since you cannot renounce life, you chose,
copying your peers, to refuse to live. With this you accepted the
Authority and felt you were Almighty, because never, until death,



could you undo this Pact with Death. This is the abstract center, the
recurring pattern, so some live it in one way, others in another.

Given how great it is to exist, this move is completely atrocious.
Then you cannot recognize it, and just approaching its knowledge
produces Basic Terror in you, because knowing it would burn with
anguish for the rest of your life in the face of such a grotesque
Crime against Existence, against yourself, since you are Existence.
This is the Religious Hell from which one escapes by defending
Authority. The result is that you feel that existing is a curse, and
you sabotage Life.

However, the fact of going to die Totally nullifies all guilt and all
condemnation. It is Death that offers the Complete Forgiveness that
we Christs preach, and leaves us Free to live as long as we exist
independently  of  our  past.  What  difference  does  it  make  if
everything is erased at the time of death or before?

Now we  have  the  War  on  our  heels.  On  August  6,  1945  we
learned that this will be the last. The options are: Well the empty
and  meaningless  representation  of  that  Basic  Terror,  without
knowing  why  you  are  fighting  to  the  death.  Well  the  Path  of
Knowledge  facing  that  Basic  Terror  with  Understanding.  An
exciting adventure that will allow you to truly live, in Freedom,
until death overtakes you naturally. Simply do not refuse to live.

You have decisive documents on the reference website, such as
“The Message explained”, the “Charter of Disconstitution”, which
establishes a Direct Democracy throughout the World, in a chaotic
manner, without a presidency. I am not going to reign, and no one
is  going  to  reign.  Since  there  is  no  Money,  things  are  easy.
Everything is ready.

“Scientific  Explanation  of  Existence.”  Physics  has  solved
Existence,  the equations are formulated and proven,  it  was only
necessary to interpret it, something that physicists did not dare to
do.

And more documents, guides to learn to face death, as well as
hilarious stories, exquisite songs... You will have a great time.



And know? It could happen that even with the Gates of Heaven
Demolished and Heaven wide open, you would die like a coward.
But not choosing it, you don't have genitals for that. Perhaps you
will  let  yourself  be  dragged  into  the  most  frightening  Horror,
unimaginable,  because  you  will  have  no  hope.  You  educated
yourself  as  a  coward  and  you  could  get  into  the  Hell  that  you
yourself have created. Not eternal,  but very hard and very long.
This is the power of your Pact with Death. When you did it you
realized  what  was  involved,  that  you  were  taking  on  Basic,
Existential Terror, and you swore that you would never give in, that
you would never know what you are doing because you would die
first, but you already know that, right? And you are not capable of
committing  suicide  individually.  Are  you  able  to  ignore  this
Message until the Final Famine overtakes you? Look and see, but
no more than that, and it could be too late.

Look what this John said in his Revelation 9-6: “In those days
men will seek death and will not find it. They will want to die, but
Death will flee from them.”

Forward this Message and let all know. Accept life. Let the whole
world understand. There's still a little time left, I hope.

This is the Message of the Christ of the End of the World.

The Gates of Heaven are Demolished and Heaven is wide open.

Now, accept Paradise, or die as a coward.
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